[Gene therapy possibilities in plastic surgery].
Advances in gene technologies have meanwhile reached plastic surgery. Important contributions in this field (which are not all included in the paper) come not only from plastic surgeons, but also from neighboring specialities like dermatology, trauma surgery, orthopedics and vascular surgery. The uniting principle for all this work is improving wound healing and reconstructing tissue defects taking into consideration functional and aesthetic aspects. Gene-therapy is gaining further importance in the clinical field of plastic surgery. In this regard, every clinician has to be aware of the fact that progress in experimental and experimental-clinical work will be achieved only with the help of basic science. On the other hand, basic science needs the clinical input to get relevant patient-oriented studies started. Further intensive cooperation between clinicians and basic scientists is therefore mandatory. In plastic surgery, 2 years ago we founded a forum called ECSAPS (European Conference of Scientists and Plastic Surgeons), which takes place in European city every year.